"Our Western Language Interpreters...communicate with our enemies to make them our friends."

JIA Gongyan, commenting in 650 CE on the Interpretation Office dating back to 1000 BCE

Choose Chinese!

Department of Foreign Languages
United States Military Academy
“Speaking in Tongues since 1802”

Washington Hall 5213; 845-938-2919
https://www.facebook.com/pages/West-Point-Department-of-Foreign-Languages/108950689155227
As a Chinese language major you will follow a track of courses designed to develop your Chinese language proficiency and cultural understanding. These courses will focus on language, culture and Chinese life. You may also have the opportunity for academic travel to Chinese-speaking areas such as Taiwan, Singapore or China.

FOREIGN ACADEMY EXCHANGE PROGRAM (FAEP): Travel to places like the Taiwan Military Academy in Taiwan and live the life of a Taiwan Academy cadet, or do the same at the Singapore Military Academy.

MIAD: Travel to Taiwan and attend the Taiwan version of Airborne School.

AIAD: Travel to China or Taiwan to study Chinese in an intensive summer language immersion program and travel to see historic sites.

SEMESTER ABROAD PROGRAM (SAP): Spend a semester studying Chinese and truly experiencing the culture in an immersion environment in Changchun or Beijing, China or Taipei, Taiwan.

CHINESE CLUB: Participate in weekly club activities, learn and experience Chinese culture through food, media and instruction, and socialize with other Chinese-language cadets.

ACADEMIC AWARDS AVAILABLE: The Brigadier General Charles J. Barrett Memorial Award for most outstanding cadet in language studies, The SGT Larry Morford Friendship Award for Chinese and Russian, LTG Ying Hsing Wen Memorial Award for Chinese, and The Brigadier General Anthony J. Smith Award for excellence in foreign studies.

"When I tell people in America that I am a language major, they generally say something like, 'Why would you study languages? Everyone in Europe speaks English now anyways.' Because of this, I questioned my decision a few times on becoming a language major. After a few days in country, these questions went away. To truly connect with people from another culture and way of life you need to speak their native language."

-Cadet FAEP After Action Review